Leads Generation Expert
9 Important factors to generate leads in system

Following 9 things you must know:
First important thing is IF your serious about your career and business, honestly want to grow it then
don’t skip single word from this file. I have mentioned current statistics and then few important points
which definitely need to help grow yourself.
If Lead generation is your AIM then HIT it with dedication and concentration.
The difference between successful people and unsuccessful is only dedication towards GOAL.

1. Power of social media:
Why social media is essential to get leads in digital marketing?




Highly usage of social media on mobile.
Any query to user they put is on mobile and trying to get it.
Have look on below stacks you may get idea on it and work on it.

2. Get your Business /Service and product on internet
Get online with helping some platforms / tools and technology.
Learn how to do this with any of tools or technology.
Easiest way to get landing page from tools like convert kit or you can use Click Funnel.
Prepare your / client for website or refer client to some platforms which gives you with
awesome design using any technology.
I will teach you how to do this in case if you’re not able to do it with yourself.

3. Get your profile / products on social media and other platforms:
Create profile on social platform and build it strongly with valuable contents which you’re selling
or providing service.
Use Facebook, Instagram, Quora , YouTube , google , LinkedIn etc..
Each platform has its own technical, functional, behavioral structure according to your business/
skillset you can be get skilled on it.
If your fresher easiest way to get hands on with any of the social media marketing platform.
We will help you to get expert in it as well.

4. Branding is essential for client or own business.





Learn how to do branding
Make branding as per the business type / product type.
If your new get know how you can do branding and how you can outsource it if you don’t
have skills.
Outsource it will professional people / vendors.

5. Email Listing / Contacts building






Build your email list, emails leads are more authentic than any other leads.
Get connected through apps like telegram and what’s app.
Create Social media Page, group keep contact engaged there.
More over use ConvertKit, or other tools for nurturing leads.
Get learn this all with Digilifestyle.

6. Create an irresistible offer




Put attractive offers, highlight it with correct target audience.
People check out always Offers then grab opportunity.
Prepare your lead generation and sale as separate branch and bridge is offer to convert
to sale.

7. Lead magnet / Influencers marketing:
Your lead magnet can be PDF some sort of information which valuable for your target
audiences.
One of the increasingly popular lead generation strategies today is influencer marketing.
Nowadays, consumers no longer trust ads and celebrity endorsements. Instead, they rely on
influencers, bloggers, and YouTubers for their purchasing decisions. This is why many marketers
are now focusing on building partnerships with these influencers. By doing so, they can reach a
more targeted audience and generate higher-quality leads.
80% of companies believe that influencer marketing is an effective channel. (MediaKix, 2020)
17% of marketers expect to delegate more than half of their budget towards influencer
marketing. (MediaKix, 2020)
42% of marketers have an always-on influencer marketing strategy. (Linqia, 2019)
42% of marketers utilize influencers to drive lead generation. (BigCommerce, 2021)

89% of marketing professionals believe that the ROI of influencer marketing is better or
comparable to other marketing channels. (BigCommerce, 2021)

8. Copywriting and Design:




Attach more clients and customer with proper logical headlines and descriptions.
Poster and videos should be minimum duration and maximum deliverables.
Get best analysis on copywriting headlines from online tools.

9. Video Ads / audio marketing
What about other platforms apart from Social media:
1. You Tube : Best for videos publishing and videos ads. (Large number of users and if you deliver
quality value from video then it’s always gr8 to start channels and ads.)
2. Snapchat /Facebook video ads: These platforms are generating huge amount of traffic by video
ads. Other video platforms are there you can check it but I prefer YOUTUBE
3. Live streaming platforms: You tube, and other..
4. Podcast: Next move of peoples towards podcast and large growing market.
From all above 9 point you can at least do minimum in all area don’t skip anything.
I know lots of stuffs but you can start from one and complete it with maximum efforts.
I have platform on leads generation which has combination of tools and automation which
makes easy for me to get high traffic and leads using Digital lead multiplier module.( do max
work at least in 5-6 points to get leads.)
As per your business and scope or client service you can use minimum tools and get maximum
outcome as result.

What Tools / technology right now in market for leads gen:

DO I really need all above tools stuffs?
No.
As budget and scope of your business you can prefer tolls. For individual it’s not recommended you can
still generate leads using Social media platform and its related tools.
I am Using Following tools: (Leads and automation)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Canva : Design and branding
Facebook ads manager
Convert kit
Demio
Click magic
Analytics
Ubersuggest
Keywordsearch
VidIq
Other.
I have Proven system with integration and combination with above tools.
Welcome to “Digilifestyle” and enjoy your journey with knowledge and practical approach for
quality leads generation system.

Summery:
This leads generation system well-formed and best things for Fresher’s, start up and business owners,
entrepreneur, freelancers to grow up with leads. Result oriented approach gives you +ROI not only
conceptual stuffs.
Many stuffs are outside on internet, many information which gives you LOTS of confusion.I am here to
give you direct path towards leads generation for career and business growth. Are you with me????

